Viewpoint Neighborhood Plan Update Feedback
October 15th Viewpoint Neighborhood Open House
The following comments were shared by attendees to the October 15th Viewpoint neighborhood open
house.



Neighborhood Utilities
Consider a street light style that helps to establish an identifiable neighborhood character.
o As streets are constructed, maintained, or upgraded, install new lights. Establish a
unifying street light character.

Please add lights to NE 36th Street
NE 38th is also in the dark; lights would be great
Ensure cutoff shields to minimize spillover lighting & unnecessary ambient light. Focus on “scale” as
well as style.
New LED streetlight technology is now cost-effective, saves energy, and provides better light.
Added lights is nice. Spending lots of $ on making them all a particular style is extravagant.
Just make sure the ones we have work (please)
Need street light off 24th on 173rd
Yes
Yes, good job on B. Creek/Leary, do same here

Promote the undergrounding of utility lines along W Lk Samm Pkwy and along NE 36th Street.
Coordinate undergrounding of utility lines with significant street improvement projects.
o Reduce outages, eliminate visual pollution, link undergrounding to street improvements
including resurfacing, and beautify W Lk Samm Pkwy
I like it!
Yes, underground utilities
Require this, (not promote) making it contingent on widening WLS when this will never occur is just
wrong. Same with NE 40th St project, underground
Why was 36th chosen for underground ? of all streets in Viewpoint, sound like you hare promoting the
IH on 36th
Yes it does sound like you are promoting is on 36th, we had to put our utilities underground when we
built our house on 36th and we had to pay for it.
Good idea!
Take action to STOP the power outages on the north side of 36th St between WLSP and & 172nd. The
last power outage lasted 7 days while every house surrounding this area had power.
Underground but have 1 provide funds, City work with owners
Good concept
Yes
Too many power outages in recent history with trees crossing WLSP. I support undergrounding
utilities. We were out of power 7 days with an infant.
Trim the trees. This will help the(n) stability & save $$
Don’t bill me for it
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Don’t permit franchise utilities to continue to lash cable/wires along electrical corridors. Completely
changes the modest impact of electrical lines when dimension are significant increased by addition of
cable.
I agree; why no U.G. of utilities on NE 40th Street east of 172nd Ave NE with new sidewalk & roadway
improvement
Isn’t NE 40th project significant? They aren’t undergrounding there, why?
Yes!!
Good idea but need to have it City plus owner funded, not just owner.
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